AWESOME SEVEN
FLOORWORK JUDGING SHEET
Competitor:

«COMPETITOR NAME»

Assembly:

«ASSEMBLY NAME»

Judge:

«JUDGE NAME»

Jurisdiction:

«ST»

RW01c

Speaker starts the ceremony seated at the station of Love.

R5726

Speaker rises when Candidate/Faith turns South to enter the
Bow from the marching line.

R5823

{After Faith says, “Sister of [Bow Station’s name], by order of the
Worthy Advisor, I present this young woman that she may be
instructed in her [number] lesson.”} Speaker begins her lecture.

G2829

On the words “Its color is . . .” Speaker picks up the color ribbon
with both hands.

G2830

Speaker holds the ring in her right hand and uses her left hand to
hold the color ribbon at waist level, both elbows close to the body.

G2833

On the word “. . .carry. . .” Speaker swings the ring around toward
the candidate with her right hand and hands the ring to the
candidate.

G2901

Speaker lets the ribbon flow smoothly through both hands as the
Candidate/Faith carries the color ribbon to the Altar, without
allowing the color ribbon to be dropped or to touch the floor.

R6004

Speaker is seated when the color ribbon is attached to the Altar.

RW03

{When Candidate/Faith goes to the marching line and turns East} the
Speaker rises, takes one step to the left, two steps backward, and
one right, which places her at the back of the chair. She then
turns left and goes directly to a position behind the next Color
Station’s chair.

R3001

The Speaker enters her Color Station by taking one step to the
left, two forward, and one to the right (which places her in front
of the chair), and is seated.

[This process is repeated for each color Station through the point when the
Speaker sits down after the Service color ribbon is attached to the Altar.]
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Penalty Total

SERVICE

PATRIOTISM

FIDELITY

IMMORTALITY

NATURE

RELIGION

LOVE

PENALTY

